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O Reilly Media, Inc, USA, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Design and build Web APIs for a broad range of clients - including browsers and mobile
devices - that can adapt to change over time. This practical, hands-on guide takes you through the
theory and tools you need to build evolvable services with Microsoft s Web API framework. In the
process, you ll learn how design and implement a real-world Web API. Ideal for experienced
developers, this book s sections on basic Web API theory and design also apply to developers who
work with other development stacks such as Java, Ruby, PHP, and Node. Dig into essentials, as well
as API development concepts and styles Learn Web API fundamentals, including the lifecycle of a
request as it travels through the framework Design the Issue Tracker API example, exploring topics
such as hypermedia support with collection+json Use behavioral-driven development with Web API
to implement and enhance the application Explore techniques for building clients that are resilient
to change, and make it easy to consume hypermedia APIs Get a comprehensive reference on how
Web API works under the hood, including security and testability.
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ReviewsReviews

Extremely helpful to any or all category of individuals. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a
pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- Lawrence Keeling-- Lawrence Keeling

This publication may be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It is among the most incredible book we have read through. Your daily life
period will be change when you total reading this article publication.
-- Garett Baumbach-- Garett Baumbach
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